One Little Lie (Kate McCall Book 2)

One Little Lie is the second book in the Kate McCall series. It’s been a long stint of no work
for novice private investigator Kate McCall, but her optimism and tenacity have finally paid
off. After running out of money, and losing telephone service and electricity to unpaid bills,
she received and solved three cases. When three new cases fall into her lap at her grandfather’s
birthday party, she is more convinced than ever that she has chosen the right career. The first
case is for her sister, who wants Kate to help Wayne Warren, a fugitive accused of stealing a
truck hauling potato chips. The second case comes via a kidnapping: Kate is snatched off of
her parents’ front lawn and taken to the ornate suburban home of suspected Russian mobster,
Zoltan Bolenko. Zoltan has a nephew who has gambled away very valuable porcelain roses,
and Zoltan wants Kate to find and return the roses before their owner, Zoltan’s sister, learns
her son has lost them. Finally, family friend Charlotte O’Halloran, a glamorous former FBI
agent now mysteriously retired, offers Kate surveillance work. Happy to be working and sure
her money troubles are over forever, Kate eagerly takes on all three. Drafted as her reluctant
assistant is Kate’s charming, unemployed cousin Nick; and butting in as her would-be mentor
is Mac, Kate’s retired neighbor, a man with impeccable posture, a murky past and a broken
heart, courtesy of Kate’s aunt. In four short days, Kate’s multiple investigations have her
fearlessly zigzagging from one adventure to another. With unshakable faith in her abilities and
unflagging persistence Kate manages to unravel the truth behind every case, ultimately
discovering how many people erroneously think they can get away with one little lie. Fast
paced and very funny, the Kate McCall series features a fearless and impulsive young woman
absolutely determined to make a success of her business on her own terms and in her own
way. Written for fans of humorous fiction, as well as those looking for an alternative to the
ubiquitous tough female PI, this lighthearted series will also appeal to anyone who enjoys a
great read, memorable characters and a happy ending.
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Ladies Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith The Sweetness at the Bottom .. Kate
Carlisle only used a little suspense in her first novel, which differs 1 Ladies Detective Agency
series, Precious Ramotswe and Grace Makutsi help a . Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty The
Handmaids Tale by Margaret Atwood Anne of 100 books — 2 voters Among the Wicked
(Kate Burkholder #8).Whack N Roll (Kate McCall Mystery #1) .. I will not tell a lie. The first
book in a series about an older widow, Kate McCall, who lives in a retirement This is an
enjoyable cozy mystery with a lively, active 60+ heroine, Kate, who defies the label of little
old lady as she sets out with her Tools . previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 next » The Trials of Cate McCall
(2013) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and more. Its the same recipe again: lets add a little
personal drama (Cate could lose her . there is a deep web of lies hence the title the movie gets
in other countries. And even Nick Nolte has more than one moment to shine (you feel the ..
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and Zelda Fitzgerald Museum and lay minister/administrator of Christ She is the author of
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series that airs on MTV. The series premiered on Sunday, June 5, 2011, following the 2011
MTV Movie Awards. Teen Wolf is a supernatural drama series that follows Scott McCall
(Tyler She returned to guest star in the second part of Season 5 and played one of Allisons
ancestors.While Kate Watsons first book, Seeking Mansfield, was a book that made you fall in
love with the MC, this novel is .. 1. A little James Bond 2. A conflicted boy who is still
figuring himself out 3. .. McCall Hoyle Trusting You & Other Lies.Big Little Lies (TV Series
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I read it cover to cover within a week or two. Read this one yourself and give it to every
young adult you know. . Kate,. Besides yours (which I loved and I still carry my little cards
around in my wallet – yay) I would Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty published 2014 by
Penguin Random House I took this book with me on a work trip to San Francisco, and was
done by the time the plane . 1 Ladies Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith published
1998 by Anchor Books Kate from Kate Rae Davis . 1 · 2 · 3 · 4 · Next Page » 1 Ladies
Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith The Sweetness at the .. I read this book in 2
sittings as the snow fell outside. This series is really growing on me, I think Brooklyn is
growing up a little and coming into her own. The Lies that Bind is the third book in Kate
Carlisles Bibliophile Mysteries featuring book White Collar is a crime/mystery television
series that premiered on October 23, 2009, on the White Collar aired its first season of 14
episodes in two parts, which on DVD in regions 1, 2, and 4, while the first season is also
available on Blu-ray. . Meanwhile, Neal asks Peter to get a message to Kate as Mozzie
sweeps Trials of Cate McCall by Nick Nolte DVD $7.57 .. One of the amazing things about
Sam Rockwell is that no two of his roles are actually comparable, but this Katie Cotugno.
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Feist Big Little Lies. Liane Moriarty John Searles. Butterfly Palace: Love Across the Sea
Series, Book 1 Alexander McCall Smith.Katie Cotugno. Above the At the Gates of Darkness:
Riftwar: The Demonwar Saga, Book 2. Raymond E. Feist Big Little Lies. Liane Moriarty
John Searles. Butterfly Palace: Love Across the Sea Series, Book 1 . Alexander McCall Smith.
In just ten weeks, Kate McCall has used her acting expertise, her theatrical flair, There are
two fantastic mysteries in this one book. . He has been the lead singer in a Detroit rock band, a
restaurateur, a Little League coach, Dinah McCall/Sharon Sala has become one of my go to
authors. I kn This book is a little suspense,a little romance, and a little annoying. There were a
few
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